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BACKGROUND

RESULTS

Cómo Hablar Con Su Doctor: El Manual or How to Talk to Your Doctor
HANDbook [HTTTYD(S)], was designed to improve patient-provider
communication among Spanish speakers. Among all minority groups
studied in the most recent National Assessment of Adult Literacy,
Hispanic adults had lower health literacy than adults in any other
racial/ethnic group, with 41% demonstrating below basic health literacy.1
Because health literacy barriers are associated with health disparities, and
because minority populations suffer disparately from a number of chronic
diseases, HTTTYD(S) presents a needed opportunity to intervene with
Spanish speakers to improve health literacy.

OUTCOMES/IMPACT
Evaluation results from pre- and post-class questionnaires demonstrate
statistically significant gains in participants' confidence in:
1) Preparing to talk to the doctor
2) Telling the doctor everything he or she needs to know in a short visit
3) Repeating back what the doctor says in their own words
Community partners report that the HANDbook provides important
learning material for Spanish speakers and that its complementary
facilitator resources are easy to use.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences Center for Health
Literacy (UAMS CHL), with support from the UAMS Center for Distance
Health/ANGELS (UAMS CDH), adapted the (English) How to Talk to Your
Doctor HANDbook for Spanish speakers. HTTTYD(S) content aligns with
its English language counterpart in that it teaches using one’s hand as a
visual aid to convey important concepts. Knowing that some patients
struggle with even the easiest-to-read materials, this strategy decreases
dependence on reading skills.
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METHODS

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

A direct translation to Spanish from the original English content was not
possible due to the mnemonics used. Further review by cultural experts at
UAMS CDH indicated that in order to be most relevant to Spanish
speakers, some content would need to be added. With assistance from
those cultural representatives and qualified medical translators, the
adaptation was completed to include the desired additional content and a
desirable reading level of 5th grade.

Demand for health literacy interventions like this from within the
developers’ clinical enterprise continues to grow. Clinical service leaders
from multiple specialties and the health system’s Patient- and FamilyCentered Care enterprise are considering opportunities to institutionalize
this content throughout the UAMS health system. Implementation of
HTTTYD(S) is straightforward and requires minimal investment. Any
organization who wishes to use the HANDbooks may send a request to
UAMS CHL. In most cases, permission to print can be granted. Access
to training materials and implementation consultation from UAMS CHL
are available on request.

UAMS CHL developed complementary facilitator guides and pre- and
post-class evaluation questions for those administering group sessions in
Spanish. HTTTYD(S) has been shared with patients and community
members in a free primary care clinic that serves primarily low income
patients; at the local Mexican consulate; and at an array of churches,
community organizations, and Head Start centers.
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